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I have been struck, over the years, by the persistence of certain debates – one could even say fault lines – within the scholarly community. These debates cover a wide range of subjects, riveting on the best methodology to study East-Central Europe, the nature of the collapse of the communist organizational monopoly (a collapse completely denied by one ‘imaginative’ scholar), the nature of the Bosnian War and the appropriate Western response, the nature of the war in Kosovo and the appropriate Western response, and the legitimacy of humanitarian intervention. But, while these debates might appear, at first sight, to be unrelated, it turns out, on closer inspection, that there are some threads running through these debates, and that in many one can identify traces of the rivalry between idealism (the belief that moral beliefs matter, that shifts in moral consensus can have political consequences, and that one can speak sensibly about universal moral norms and universal rights, with the corollary too that there are some duties incumbent upon the international community under certain conditions) and realism (the belief that what matter in the first place are stability and security, that these can be assured by means which are not necessarily moral in any sense, and that decisions taken by office-holders should be and, in fact, generally are taken on the basis of considerations of national interest, to be understood in terms of security, stability, wealth, power, and influence), or again between historical determinism which looks back over centuries to account for present developments and theoretical approaches which find the most relevant factors to be located in the more proximate past. It is, rather obviously, possible to forge one or another synthesis across these cleavages, but in practice these theoretical divides tend to define rival patterns of thought, steering analysts and policy-makers alike in alternative directions.

Other factors enter into any particular equation, of course, and not all differences in the field are determined by these fault lines. But much is, and it is these threads which run through the essays included in this volume. The chapters included herein were written as review essays of
the literature, and this volume, thus, represents a series of reflections upon the literature relating to the Yugoslav breakup and subsequent conflicts. More than 130 books in four languages (English, German, Italian, and Serbian/Croatian/Bosnian) are discussed in some detail herein, and analysed in terms of their philosophical or methodological frameworks. Additional literature is discussed in passing. Taken in sum, these essays constitute a serious effort to come to terms with the growing literature on the subject and to take stock of the principal debates and controversies. It is my hope that this book will be useful not only to specialists but also to students interested in making sense of a potentially confusing avalanche of work.


The material is not, however, simply reprinted here. On the contrary, I have moved sections of one essay into another essay, removed some
books discussed, and have added a large number of books to what I discuss. Chapter 1 is based on C, with the discussion of two books moved elsewhere and with a discussion of books by Norbert Both, Norman Cigar, and Michael Sells added. Chapter 2 is based on B. Chapter 3 is based on A, with a discussion of two books deleted and with the addition of discussion of books by John B. Allcock, Neven Andjelic, Branimir Anzulovic, Christopher Bennett, Lenard J. Cohen, Vjekoslav Perica, Andrew Baruch Wachtel, and Susan L. Woodward. Chapter 4 is essentially new, but incorporates the discussion of the book by Takis Michas originally published in H. Chapter 5 is based on E, but incorporates the discussion of books by Boutros Boutros-Ghali and John Major originally published in C, with the addition of discussions of the memoirs of Veljko Kadijevic, Stipe Mesic, and Javier Perez de Cuellar. Chapter 6 is based on D, with a discussion of Tim Judah’s Kosovo moved elsewhere and with the addition of a discussion of books by Ivan Colovic and Jasna Dragovic-Soso taken from H, and new discussions of books by Keith Doubt and Stjepan G. Meštrović; an earlier discussion of Rusmir Mahmutčehajic’s Bosnia the Good, originally published in D, is not included in chapter 6. Chapter 7 is based on J, but incorporates the discussion of Slavoljub Djukić’s book originally published in F, as well as new discussions of recent books by Dusan Pavlović, Vidosav Stevanovic, and Massimo Nava. Chapter 8 is essentially new, but incorporates the discussion of books by Sumantra Bose and Elizabeth Cousens/Charles Cater originally published in H. Chapter 9 is based on I, with the deletion of discussions of books by Branislav Anzulovic and Greg Campbell, and with the addition of a discussion of Tim Judah’s Kosovo, originally published in D, and with the addition of a discussion of Alex Bellamy’s Kosovo and International Society. Chapter 10 is an extended version of an article originally published in G. Chapter 11 is essentially new, but incorporates a discussion of Norman Cigar’s Vojislav Koštunica originally published in F. Chapter 12 and the conclusion were written expressly for this volume. Translations are my own unless otherwise noted.

I am grateful to the three anonymous readers for comments on an earlier draft of the manuscript as a whole, and to Denis Bašić, Norman Cigar, Cathie Carmichael, Marko Hoare, Diane Koenker, Branka Magaš, Martha Merritt, and Marius Søberg for comments on portions of this manuscript. I wish to thank Karen Anderson Howes, copy-editor for this book, for her great care with my text. I am also grateful to John Haslam, the commissioning editor at Cambridge University Press, for his lively interest in this project and encouragement to develop it.
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Glossary

ORIENTATIONS ABOUT MORALITY

Consequentialism: the belief that the morality of a given law or practice or action may be best assessed by determining what its consequences are.

Conventionalism: the belief that there is no external standard by which one may assess the morality or immorality of the laws or practices of a given government and that it is meaningless to speak of universally valid moral precepts, except arguably in a nominal sense as established by written international agreements.

Universalism: the belief that one can speak sensibly of a universally valid moral standard by which one may criticize the laws or practices of a given government for being wrong (immoral) and that one can establish some universally valid moral precepts by the exercise of unaided reason.

ORIENTATIONS ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOVEREIGNTY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Idealism: the belief that sovereignty is relative to morality and that governments should be held to a universal moral standard.

Realism: the belief that human rights are relative to sovereignty and that governments should enjoy a wide latitude in their domestic policies on the principle of noninterference in the internal affairs of another state.

Relativism: any orientation which relativizes morality or which treats the rights of one (group of) people as less important that the rights of some other (group of) people.